Lukang Artist Village

Taroko National Park
It is the top tourist destination in
Taiwan. With its marble-walled
canyons, lush vegetation and
mountainous landscape, Taroko
really puts the formosa (beautiful)
in Ilha Formosa.

Located at the end of the red brick
road in front of Lukang Guild
Hall,is a multi-dimensional art
exhibition space spanning from
the experiential activities.

Nanfangao Lookout
Four Four South Village

Is the original parking lot of Su
Hua highway, 108 kilometers to
expand into the viewing platform,
its surrounding besides can
provide Hualien and Yilan outside
visitors parking place of rest.
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Kept near Taipei 101, is one of the
villages that the National
Government has built in Taiwan.

Itinerary
Kuala Lumpur Taoyuan Taipei ► After pick up transfer to Taipei《Shilin Night
Market》, then check in hotel and rest.
Taipei Shifen Jiufen Hualien ► After breakfast ，transfer to 《Shifen Old Street》Of
particular interest are the <Sky Lanterns> ** 5 person for 1 Sky Lanterns** visitors release
into the sky along the railroad tracks. Then proceeds to <Jiufen Old Street> tradition old
building with the nostalgia fell of old street. Here have many gourmet food, you can having
your own lunch. Continue to 《Nanfangao Lookout》 Is the original parking lot of Su Hua
highway, 108 kilometers to expand into the viewing platform, its surrounding besides can
provide Hualien and Yilan outside visitors parking place of rest, standing on the observation
deck can overview of Yilan beauty. Leaving Nanfangao《Train experience to Hualien》.
Then，proceed to 《Hualien Dongdamen Night Market》.
Hualien ► Today visit《 Taroko National Park 》 Taiwan's top tourist destination. With its
marble-walled canyons, lush vegetation and mountainous landscape, Taroko really puts the
formosa (beautiful) in Ilha Formosa .Then proceed to 《 Mountain specialty center 》, and
visit《Sugar Factory》 is the only remaining Japanese-style wooden buildings in Taiwan,
visitors can experience the fun in the barrel bath, feel the silence of Japanese culture.
Hualien Kaohsiung ► After breakfast, visit《 Dapeng Bay 》，then proceed to Kaohsiung
visit 《 Pearl Center 》. After that, proceed to 《 Taroko Park 》It is a large shopping center
in the former town of Kaohsiung city, Taiwan. Continue to 《Xinjuejiang Night Market》 It is
the hottest business circle in Kaohsiung area in recent years, with the cinema, snacks and
costumes as the concentrated business circle.
Kaohsiung Nantou Taichung ► After breakfast , proceed to《 Moon World Scenie
Area》. After that, visit to 《Nantou Tea Center》. Continue to《Changhua Roundhouse》
The track was extended from the garage as a fan, also known as a fan-shaped garage. After a
long run, the locomotive entered the garage for rest and maintenance. Then, proceed to
《Lukang Artist Village》Located at the end of the red brick road in front of Lukang Guild
Hall, is a multi-dimensional art exhibition space spanning from the experiential activities.
Lastly visit to 《Lukang Old Street》, then proceed to 《Fengjia Night Market》, you could
not only shopping, but also try the local cuisine.
Taichung Taipei ► After breakfast, proceed to 《Tian Lu Art Center》. Then, proceed to
visit《Taipei 101》 is Taiwan's first top international shopping center (observatory own
expenses). After that, proceed to《Herbal Shop》. Continue to《Four Four South Village 》
Kept near Taipei 101, is one of the villages that the National Government has built in Taiwan.
Lastly, we proceed to《Ximending》 you could not only shopping, but also try the local
cuisine. After that, take bus transfer to hotel and take a rest.
Taipei
Taoyuan Kuala Lumpur ► After hotel breakfast, transfer to airport and depart to
our beautiful sweet home.
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Or similar
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Or similar
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Inn By The
Village
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Or similar
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Seafood
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Royal Gold
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Or similar
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Chicken
Flavor

Xingdong
yinhelu
Station
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Or similar
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Teppanyaki
Flavor
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Or similar

Hotel

** Remark: Itinerary and Meals arrangements are subject to change Especially on Peak season, if above Hotel was fully book will replace a similar hotel **
** All tour members are compulsory to visit the specify SHOPPING STOPS .However, you are not obligated to purchase product sold at the SHOPPING STOP **
** There will be extra surcharge if you refused to visit the shops **

Tour Code: 7TPE-PC (01 MAR 2018)
The sequence of the itinerary may varies on the actual tour

